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Rationale and Objectives. Three-dimensional (3D) nonrigid image registration for potential applications in prostate cancer treatment and interventional magnetic resonance (iMRI) imaging– guided therapies were investigated.
Materials and Methods. An almost fully automated 3D nonrigid registration algorithm using mutual information and a
thin plate spline (TPS) transformation for MR images of the prostate and pelvis were created and evaluated. In the first
step, an automatic rigid body registration with special features was used to capture the global transformation. In the second step, local feature points (FPs) were registered using mutual information. An operator entered only five FPs located at
the prostate center, left and right hip joints, and left and right distal femurs. The program automatically determined and
optimized other FPs at the external pelvic skin surface and along the femurs. More than 600 control points were used to
establish a TPS transformation for deformation of the pelvic region and prostate. Ten volume pairs were acquired from
three volunteers in the diagnostic (supine) and treatment positions (supine with legs raised).
Results. Various visualization techniques showed that warping rectified the significant pelvic misalignment by the rigidbody method. Gray-value measures of registration quality, including mutual information, correlation coefficient, and intensity difference, all improved with warping. The distance between prostate 3D centroids was 0.7 ⫾ 0.2 mm after warping
compared with 4.9 ⫾ 3.4 mm with rigid-body registration.
Conclusion. Semiautomatic nonrigid registration works better than rigid-body registration when patient position is
changed greatly between acquisitions. It could be a useful tool for many applications in the management of prostate.
Key Words. Automatic nonrigid image registration; mutual information (MI); thin plate spline (TPS); interventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); prostate cancer.
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We are investigating three-dimensional (3D) nonrigid image registration to be used in applications of prostate cancer diagnosis, staging, and therapy. In particular, we are
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interested in applications related to the minimally invasive
interventional magnetic resonance imaging (iMRI)-guided
treatment of patients with prostate cancer. At our institution, we currently use interventional MRI on a low-field
open-magnet system to guide radiofrequency (RF) thermal
ablation of abdominal cancer (1–3), and we are investigating this method for prostate cancer treatment.
Several applications in prostate imaging require registration. First, comparison of registered MR images acquired before and immediately after RF ablation can be
used to determine whether a tumor is adequately treated.
This is particularly helpful in instances in which the
edematous response to treatment can be confused with a
highly perfused tumor. Second, other treatment methods,
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such as radiation therapy, brachytherapy, and surgery,
also will be aided by registration of images from pretherapy, intratherapy, and posttherapy for treatment planning, guidance, and assessment. Third, registration of serial examinations can be used to follow up the regression
or progression of tumors.
There are challenges to pelvis and prostate registration.
First, pelvic regions can change shape significantly. Different patient positions, such as legs up and down, can
cause movement and deformation of internal organs. Second, the normal prostate is a small organ that, when
healthy, measures only about 3.8 cm in its widest dimension transversely across the base (4). Third, the small
prostate is located below a much larger bladder, which
can change shape and size. The prostate might move relative to the pelvic bones because of changes in bladder
and rectal filling (5). Some reports described methods for
image registration in the pelvis or prostate (5–18). Some
of these methods require either segmentation or visual
identification of structures. For example, manual registration has been used, in which an operator cues on segmented vascular structures (19), other anatomic landmarks
(6,20,21), or fiducial markers (15). Others have used automated 3D schemes that match contours of bones and
sometimes other structures that are extracted using manual or interactive segmentation (8,9,22). Manual segmentation also has been used to create surfaces for automatic
registration (10,11).
We previously described a rigid-body volume-to-volume registration method for pelvic and prostate MR images (23). For volume pairs acquired during a short time
span with the volunteer in a similar position, rigid-body
registration accuracy of both the prostate centroid (typically ⬍1 mm) and bony landmarks (average, 1.6 mm)
was on the order of a voxel (⬇1.4 mm). With rigid-body
registration, we obtained larger prostate centroid displacements (2.8 –10.0 mm) when acquisitions were obtained
under much different conditions (eg, legs flat and legs
raised), giving large anatomic deformations. Rigid-body
registration of the pelvis is inadequate under such conditions (23).
Nonrigid registration is a solution, and there are a
number of relevant reports on the pelvis and prostate
(24 –29). Nonrigid registration methods also were used for
the brain (30 –32), breast (33–35), lung (36,37), and abdomen (38,39). We reported a nonrigid registration method
that used many manually selected control points (CPs)
(26). After automatic global rigid-body registration, the
operator manually selected more than 180 CPs at the
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prostate center, pelvic surface, and internal structures. The
program automatically optimized each CP location by
displacing it in the x, y, and z directions with respect to
the reference volume until mutual information computed
over a small cube of voxels was maximized. Thin plate
spline (TPS) transformation then was applied to express
deformation of the pelvic region and prostate. This interactive method was applied to pelvic MR images and lung
computed tomographic/positron emission tomographic
images (37). The time required for CP selection was a
limitation.
In this study, we build on our previous experience and
develop an almost fully automatic nonrigid registration
method. Our goal is to automate the algorithm to save
time and labor without losing registration quality. We use
image data that show considerable deformation, eg, images acquired in the diagnostic (supine) and treatment
positions (supine with legs raised). We qualitatively and
quantitatively compare results of the new nonrigid registration algorithm with those of the previous, more manual
version and rigid-body registration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
MRI
All MRI volumes were acquired using a 1.5-Tesla Siemens MRI system (Magnetom Symphony; Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). An eight-element
phased-array body coil was used to ensure coverage of
the prostate with uniform sensitivity. Typically, two anterior and two posterior elements were enabled for signal
acquisition. We used two different MR sequences. First,
we used a 3D RF spoiled gradient echo steady-state pulse
sequence (FLASH) with repetition time/echo time/flip
parameters of 12/5.0/60, which give 256 ⫻ 256 ⫻ 128
voxels over a 330 ⫻ 330 ⫻ 256-mm field of view (FOV)
to yield 1.3 ⫻ 1.3 ⫻ 2.0-mm voxels oriented to give the
highest resolution for transverse slices. Acquisition time
was 5.6 minutes. This sequence was good for pelvic imaging, but was not ideal for the prostate. It was used for
volunteer S1. Second, we used a 3D rapid gradient echo
sequence (PSIF) designed to acquire the spin-echo component of the steady-state response. The spin echo component formed immediately before the RF pulse and was
shifted toward the prior RF pulse through appropriate gradient waveform design. The sequence with 9.4/5.0/60
(repetition time/echo time/flip) yielded 160 ⫻ 256 ⫻ 128
voxels over a 219 ⫻ 350 ⫻ 192-mm rectangular FOV
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and 1.4 ⫻ 1.4 ⫻ 1.5-mm voxels oriented to give the
highest resolution for transverse slices. There was oversampling at 31% in the slice direction to reduce aliasing
artifacts. Acquisition time was 4.3 minutes. Most often,
we used the second sequence, which gave excellent image
contrast for the prostate and its surroundings. It was used
for volunteers S2 and S3.
Imaging Experiments
We acquired 3D MRI volume images from three
healthy volunteers under a variety of conditions simulating anticipated conditions in diagnostic and treatment applications. In the diagnostic position, the volunteer laid
supine throughout MR scanning. In the treatment position,
the volunteer was supine, and his legs were supported at
30°– 60° relative to the horizon and separated in a “V,”
with an angle of 60°–90° between the two legs. This is
similar to the lithotomy position used in prostate therapies, and it should provide access for needle insertion in
brachytherapy or RF thermal ablation. For each volunteer,
image volumes typically were obtained on the same day
within an imaging session. The coil array was centered on
the prostate. All images of a volunteer were acquired using the same MRI acquisition parameters. For each volunteer, one volume was in the treatment position and the
other was in the diagnostic position. We performed registration experiments using treatment-diagnosis volume
pairs. For volunteers S1, S2, and S3, there were three,
three, and four treatment-diagnosis volume pairs, respectively. Rigid-body and nonrigid registration were applied
to each pair. Additionally, we tested the methods on 10
volume pairs obtained in the same diagnostic position.
Preprocessing
The input MR volume is a 3D MR acquisition giving
256 ⫻ 256 ⫻ 128 nearly isotropic voxels over an FOV
covering the entire pelvis. We create isotropic voxels of
approximately 1.4 mm on a side using trilinear interpolation. We optionally bin the gray scale values of two volumes to 256; this procedure helps the algorithm perform
better for such multimodality registrations as computed
tomography/positron emission tomography, in which their
gray scales are tremendously different (37). We use Interactive Data Language (IDL; Research System Inc, Boulder, CO) as the programming language.
Nonrigid Registration by Optimizing CPs
The various steps of the algorithm are shown in Figure
1. In the first step, we used an MI method, as previously

Figure 1. Flow chart of the nonrigid registration algorithm. The
first four steps are to create FPs in both volumes after global rigid-body registration. The loop from FOR to END is to optimize
VOIs as centered at corresponding FPs using MI. The optimal VOI
is used to determine nine CPs that represent the position and orientation of the VOI. The position information of all CPs is used to
establish a 3D TPS transformation for the entire volume. See text
for details.

reported by us (23), for the rigid-body registration that
captured the global transformation of two volumes. In the
following sections, we mainly describe the steps of the
nonrigid registration method.
Semiautomatic detection of feature points
After global transformation, we manually selected five
corresponding pairs of feature points (FPs; Figure 2) from
the two volumes. Locations are the prostate center (FP0),
two hip joints (FP1 and FP2), and two distal femurs (FP3
and FP4). Transverse slices are used to select these points
because they better show displacement of the legs. We
first selected FP0, FP1, and FP2. Starting from the slice
with FP1, we browsed images slice by slice toward the

Figure 2. Locations of the manually selected five FPs. FP0 is at
the prostate center; FP1 and FP2, hip joints; and FP3 and FP4,
distal femurs. Dash lines connecting FP1 and FP3 and FP2 and
FP4 are along the femurs.
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Figure 3. Automatic detection of the pelvic surfaces. (a) A transverse image slice covering the prostate. Dash lines
pass thought the prostate with an equal angle increment, dots are at the pelvic exterior surfaces. (b) Graph plots the
intensity signals along one dash line in (a). A threshold, T, is used to determine pelvic surfaces along this line.

foot. After 40 transverse slices (⬃56 mm) away from
FP1, we located FP3 and placed the FP at the femur center. We used a similar method to select FP4. Because of
subsequent optimization later, point pairs do not have to
exactly lie on corresponding features; an error of up to 15
mm or ⬇10 voxels is well tolerated. These FPs are especially useful when registering volumes obtained in the
diagnostic (supine) and treatment (supine with legs raised)
positions (23,26). Images from both volumes are shown
side by side to aid interpretation.
Using these five FPs, the program creates all other FPs
automatically. First, for each volume, a line segment is
created between FPs at the hip joint and distal femur
(dashed lines, Figure 2). Each segment is divided into
eight equal lengths to obtain seven additional FPs. Altogether, we obtained nine corresponding FP pairs for each
femur.
Second, the prostate center is used to create FPs at the
pelvic surfaces (Figure 3a). Many radial lines are drawn
through the prostate center in a two-dimensional transverse slice. The angle between lines, the angle increment,
normally was 18°, 20°, or 30°. Note that we exclude the
vertical line because it normally intersects the buttock
groove and/or penis, regions of relatively little interest
that can change considerably from one acquisition to the
next. The gray-scale intensity of the pixels along each
line is obtained (Figure 3b). The signal in air is noise and
normally less than 15 gray levels compared with a mean
signal of approximately 90 and maximum signal of approximately 500 in the tissues. The pelvic skin surface
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gives high-intensity signals, greater than 30 gray levels,
because of fat beneath the skin. We searched each line
for the most distant point above a threshold, T (Figure
3b) and set this position to be a surface FP (Figure 3a).
To smooth intensities along each line, a median filter is
applied optionally to improve the detection of surface
points. For scaled intensities of 0 –255, we normally
choose a threshold of 20 gray levels. After processing all
lines in an image slice, the program repeats the procedure
for four other transverse slices that are selected with a
gap of approximately 10 mm away from each other.
These transverse slices span ⬇40 mm, much of a typical
prostate.
For a typical registration with an angle increment of
18°, there are 91 pairs of FPs: one at the prostate center,
18 at the femurs, and 72 at the exterior pelvic surface.
Their 3D coordinates are stored.
Optimization of Corresponding FPs
Corresponding FPs are optimized by using a mutual
information similarity measure (26). A small cubic volume of interest (VOI) is centered at each FP. The VOI
can be 32, 48, or 64 voxels on a side, and, as reported
later, selection of VOI size depends on the amount of
warping required. In both the reference and floating volumes, each corresponding FP has its own VOI. The one
in the reference volume is the reference VOI that is
known and fixed. The corresponding VOI in the floating
volume is the floating VOI. The X, Y, and Z axes are
defined along left-right, anterior-posterior, and cranial-
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Figure 4. Nine CPs for each FP and VOI. The big cubic volume
is the VOI used to calculate MI and optimize the FP. The small
cubic volume is with the same center and orientation, but half
size on a side. The center and eight corners of the smaller cubic
volume are the CPs that will be used to establish TPS transformation.

caudal directions, respectively. The origin is located at the
center of the FP. To perform rigid-body optimization, we
translate and rotate the floating VOI with respect to the
reference VOI and compute their MI over corresponding
voxels. There are six transformation parameters to optimize: three displacements in x, y, and z and three angles
about each of these three axes. We used the Nelder-Mead
Simplex algorithm (40) for optimization.
Optimal transformation parameters are independently
obtained and recorded for each floating FP. On rare occasions, one or more of the translation or rotation parameters of a floating FP are larger than a reasonable value
(eg, 40 mm or 45°), and we eliminate it.
Determination of CPs
For each optimized FP VOI, we create nine optimal
CPs. As shown in Figure 4, there is a smaller cube approximately half the dimensions of a bigger cube that
is used to compute MI. The nine CPs are the eight corners and the center of the small cube. These CPs encode the position and orientation of the VOI. For FPs
near the MR image volume border, some CPs may not
be in the volume, and we exclude them. The total number of CPs usually is ⬎600 for an angle increment of
18°.
TPS transformation using optimal points
The final major step is to obtain the warped volume
from the floating volume. We used backward warping
that includes two steps to obtain the warped volume (41).
The first step is a spatial transformation that maps each
voxel in the target image to its source in the source image
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(41). We use the optimal coordinates of CPs to establish
a 3D TPS transformation (42,43) between the floating
(source) and warped (target) image volumes. For example, a voxel with 3D coordinates of (64, 78, 24) in the
target image is mapped to its source at (63.2, 76.3, 22.1).
The second step is computation of the intensity value at
each source location. Because the position of the source
often can be real valued, for example, (63.2, 76.3, 22.1),
we use trilinear interpolation to obtain its intensity value.
We then copy the intensity value and assign it to the target voxel in the warped volume. Finally, we obtain the
warped volume from the floating image.
We summarize parameter values for the nonrigid registration. The 3D coordinates of the five FPs are selected
manually by the user. The angle increment is 18°, intensity threshold for pelvic surface detection is 20 gray
scales, and VOI size is 32 or 64.
Registration Evaluation
We used multiple visualization features of RegViz, a
program written in IDL and created in our laboratory for
visualizing and analyzing registered image volumes. First,
color overlay displays were used to evaluate overlap of
structures. One image was rendered in gray and the other
in the “hot-iron” color scheme available in IDL. To visualize potential differences, it was useful to interactively
change the contribution of each image by using the transparency scale. Second, we used a sector display that divided the reference and registered images into rectangular
sectors and created an output image by alternating sectors
from the two input images. Even subtle shifts of edges
could be seen clearly. Third, we manually segmented
prostate boundaries in image slices and copied them to
corresponding slices from the other volume. This enabled
visual determination of the overlap of prostate boundaries
over the entire volume. We applied the same method to
evaluate pelvic registration.
Correlation coefficient (CC) and MI were calculated as
indicators of registration quality. Because volumes to be
registered were acquired using the same acquisition parameters, high absolute CC values were obtained when
registration was good (34). Absolute CC is used, rather
than MI values, because it has a well-defined range between 0 and 1 and provides an independent check of MI
results.
We compared the new semiautomatic method with a
nonrigid registration that used manually selected CPs, as
reported by us (26). Briefly, in the previous method, we
first performed a rigid-body registration, then manually
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Figure 5. FPs for images acquired in the treatment and diagnostic positions; (a) from the reference volume acquired in the treatment position with legs raised, and (b) is to be warped and is from the volume acquired in the diagnostic position with legs flat on
the table. FPs are located at the prostate center, femurs, and pelvic surfaces. Each FP is located at one voxel, but displayed much
larger for improved visualization. Volumes are of volunteer S2.

selected about 180 CPs, automatically optimized their
locations, and finally warped the volume using TPS interpolation. The principal change in the current algorithm is
the automation of CP selection after identification of five
FPs. A rigid-body method also was described previously
(23).
We measured potential displacements of the 3D centroid of the prostate to assess prostate registration error.
We used RegViz to manually segment the prostate across
all image slices and calculated a 3D centroid.

creases, less FPs are used and the MI value decreases.
The downside of adding more CPs is the increased time
for registration. We use an angle increment of 18° in subsequent experiments.
Adding FPs along the femurs was important for good
registration of internal structures. When only surface FPs
were used, the femurs and surrounding structures did not
register well (not shown), even with a very large number
of surface points, obtained with an angle increment of 9°.
FPs along the femurs are important for satisfactory registration because those points provide the constraint for the
TPS transformation and bone should not be warped. Ex-

RESULTS
Determination of FPs
The method for finding corresponding FPs was successful. After rigid-body registration, our visualization
tool made it easy to approximately locate the prostate
center, hip joints, and femurs. The automatic detection
method for identifying the external pelvic surface was
reliable. For all volume pairs, the program correctly detected all surface points using all angle increments and a
threshold of 20 gray levels. Figure 5 shows surface FPs
for a typical treatment-diagnostic volume pair. The
method for finding FPs along the femurs also worked in a
robust fashion.
In more than 60 nonrigid registration experiments using 10 treatment-diagnosis volume pairs, we found that
more FPs generally improved registration quality. Figure
6 plots MI values of registered volumes after warping as
a function of angle increment. When the angle increment
is less than 20°, MI saturates. As the angle increment in-
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Figure 6. MI as a function of angle increment. Y-Axis, MI values
between registered volumes; x-axis, angle increments used to
detect pelvic surfaces. Generally, MI values decreased when angle increment increased because fewer FPs participated in nonrigid registration. MI values saturate when the angle increment is
smaller than 20°. The number of FPs varied from 15 to 60 for angle increments of 107 to 43, respectively.
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Figure 7. Comparison of nonrigid and rigid-body registration for
volumes acquired in the treatment and diagnostic positions. (a)
From the reference volume acquired in the treatment position,
and the prostate is manually segmented. Images in the left and
right columns are from the floating volume acquired in the diagnostic position after rigid-body and nonrigid registration, respectively. To show potential mismatch, the prostate contour from the
reference in (a) is copied to (b) and (c) and magnified as the
dashed contours in (d) and (e). (e) Movement of the prostate to
the posterior is corrected with warping, but (d) not rigid-body registration. Pelvic boundaries manually segmented from the reference show (f) significant misalignment with rigid body that is (g)
greatly improved with warping. All registration experiments are
performed in 3D. Transverse slices covering the prostate are selected from 3D image volumes. Images are from volunteer S2.

periments showed that fewer FPs along the femurs did
not satisfactorily remove deformations when the legs were
raised in the treatment position.
Registration Quality of Nonrigid versus RigidBody Registration
In Figure 7, we compare nonrigid and rigid-body registration for a typical volume pair from the treatment and
diagnostic positions. After nonrigid registration, the prostate boundary overlap is excellent (Figure 7e) and within
manual segmentation error, assessed by an experienced
operator. Using rigid-body registration, there is significant
misalignment throughout large regions in the pelvis, as
shown in the overlap image (Figure 7f), and alignment is
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Figure 8. Prostate centroid displacement after rigid-body and
nonrigid registration. Ten treatment-diagnosis volume pairs from
three volunteers were registered using rigid-body and nonrigid
registration, respectively. After rigid-body registration, mean displacement of prostate centroid between registered volumes was
4.9 ⫾ 3.4 (SD) mm across all volume pairs. After warping, mean
displacement was only 0.7 ⫾ 0.2 mm. Warping significantly decreased displacement, indicating much better registration of the
prostate.

improved greatly with warping (Figure 7g) in which the
pelvis matched very well, even at the outer surfaces. Similar results were obtained in transverse slices throughout
the prostate. Other visualization methods, such as twocolor overlays and difference images (not presented), also
show excellent matching of structures.
Visual inspections were verified further by quantitative
measurements. Figure 8 shows prostate centroid displacement after rigid-body and nonrigid registration. Warping
significantly decreased displacement, indicating much better registration of the prostate. After warping, mean displacement was only 0.7 ⫾ 0.2 (SD) mm across all volume pairs. However, the mean was 4.9 ⫾ 3.4 mm for
rigid-body registration.
A typical example is the second pair of volunteer S2.
After rigid-body registration, the prostate was misaligned,
with displacement to the posterior of about 13.6 mm
when in the treatment position (Figure 7d). A prostate
rotation of about 14° along the left-right axis also was
found after rigid-body registration. After nonrigid registration, the 3D prostates matched very well and the centroid calculated from segmented images displaced by only
0.9 mm, or 0.7 voxels.
Additionally, we examined 10 volume pairs, with both
volumes acquired in the diagnostic position. In all such
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Figure 9. Comparison of rigid-body, semiautomatic, and manual
nonrigid registration for treatment-diagnosis volume pairs. CCs
after registration are plotted. Both semiautomatic and manual
nonrigid registration increased the CC compared with rigid-body
registration in each case, and this effect was significant, determined from all data (P ⬍ .5). The semiautomatic method is better
than the manual nonrigid registration, with 180 CPs in 7 of 10 trials. There are a total of 10 volume pairs from three volunteers, as
described previously.

cases, rigid-body registration worked as well as nonrigid
registration. There were no noticeable deformations in the
pelvic region, and prostate centroids typically displaced
less than 1.0 mm between the two registered volumes.
Note that this was obtained even though volunteers always got up from the table and moved around before being imaged again. In what follows, we only report results
of treatment-diagnosis volume pairs.
In Figure 9, we compare rigid-body, manual warping,
and our new almost fully automatic nonrigid methods. CC
values between registered volumes of treatment-diagnosis
are plotted. Both semiautomatic and manual nonrigid registration significantly increased CC values in every case,
and a paired two-tailed t-test indicated a significant effect
of warping at P ⬍ .5. The semiautomatic nonrigid registration worked better than the manual one in seven of 10
cases. This probably occurs because we used more
(⬇600) CPs with the semiautomated than manual method
(⬇180). Recall that with the manual method, each FP was
optimized for translation and not rotation, and each FP
gave one CP.
Algorithmic Implementation
We report some details on nonrigid registration for a
typical volume pair from volunteer S2. The angle increment was 18°, and total number of FPs was 91. After FP
optimization, 21 FPs were rejected and 70 FPs remained
that produced 630 CPs. Excluding 17 invalid CPs outside
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the volume region, there were 613 useful CPs for the TPS
transformation. After rigid-body registration, mean distance between the reference and floating FPs was 18.6 ⫾
12.4 (SD) mm. Maximum distance was 58.2 mm. The
maximum rotation of a VOI was 40.3°. Using a computer
with 3.4-MHz central processing unit and 3 gigabyte
memory, for volumes with 256 ⫻ 256 ⫻ 140 voxels,
nonrigid registration took about 15 minutes, with TPS
warping occupying ⬇86% of the time. Very probably, the
time could be improved greatly with optimized C code,
rather than the high-level language, IDL.
VOI size was an important parameter to control the
amount of warping. We performed experiments to find
the optimal VOI size by using sizes of 16, 32, 64, and 72
voxels. We quickly found that a VOI size of 16 or 72
voxels on a side gave unsatisfactory results because warping was either too much or too little, respectively. A VOI
size of 64 worked better than other VOI sizes for S1 and
S3 because there was relatively little deformation between
volume pairs. However, a VOI size of 32 voxels on a
side performed best for volunteer S2 because there was
more deformation in this case (Figure 7).
The method for obtaining CPs from FPs satisfactorily
encoded the local position and orientation for warping. As
described, we used the corners and center of a small cubic volume contained within the FP VOI. Using the corners of the FP VOI gave unsatisfactory results from visual inspection, as well as CC and MI values.

DISCUSSION
For MR images of the pelvis and prostate, nonrigid
registration is desirable when images are acquired in different positions. Local deformations throughout the pelvis
can be corrected, and, more importantly, the prostate can
be accurately registered. However, when images are acquired in the same position under similar conditions, such
as the case called diagnosis-diagnosis, rigid-body registration worked satisfactorily (23). Similarly, if one were to
reproduce the treatment position reasonably well, one
again could probably get very good results with rigidbody registration.
High-resolution MR images provide a very stringent
test for warping. Many anatomic details are evident, and
even a small mismatch can be seen clearly. With a sufficient number of CPs, TPS transformation excellently approximated the deformations of the pelvis and internal
structures of our MR images. Even when we warped the
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volume in the diagnostic position to one in the treatment
position, most organs were closely aligned despite very
significant movements.
With nonrigid registration, we have to be concerned
about potential warping errors affecting the application of
interest. For the prostate, we used only one CP at the
prostate center because we desired to maintain the spatial
integrity of the organ and preserve tissue volume. We
placed many CPs around the pelvic surface to produce
reasonable warping.
The semiautomatic method is fast and reliable. A user
only needs to place five FPs in a procedure that is
straightforward with our graphical user interface. All
other tasks are automated. In addition, the localization
error of FPs up to 15 mm or⬇10 voxels is well tolerated.
Compared with the manual nonrigid method, the almost
fully automated method saved time and labor and gave
registrations that were as good as or better than the manual method. An interesting semiautomatic method was
reported previously for landmark localization in the brain
(29) that would be time consuming for use in the pelvis.
A user manually specified a region of interest, a 3D differential operator was applied to obtain landmark candidates within the region of interest, and the user selected
the most promising candidate. Unlike brain images, pelvic
volume needs hundreds of points (600 in our study) to
correct the huge deformation not seen in the brain.
The flexibility of the semiautomatic method makes the
current software suitable for nonrigid registration in many
applications, in addition to clinical procedures described
previously. We believe the registration method can be
applied to other modalities and intersubject images. In
addition, the general approach probably can be modified
for other organ systems.
The nonrigid registration algorithm is designed to be
very computationally efficient for TPS warping with hundreds of CPs. We optimized each CP separately because
optimization of six parameters (three translations and
three rotations) is simple and fast. Simultaneous optimization of many CPs is another approach (44). However, our
experiments show that 600 CPs with 1800 free parameters
are needed; hence, simultaneous optimization would be
extraordinarily complex and time consuming. We applied
TPS transformation once to the final optimal CPs; this
saved considerable time and gave satisfactory warping. If
TPS was applied during each iteration of the optimization
process (44), registration time would be unacceptable. If
we were to use optimized C code instead of IDL, the rig-
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id-body and nonrigid registration should be more time
efficient.
Because there is no standard method, we used a variety of methods to evaluate nonrigid registration quality.
First, for routine evaluation, a color overlay is simple,
fast, and intuitive (45). To better visualize the two data
sets, we interactively adjust the transparency scale of each
image. Second, for illustration of subtle difference along
an edge, we use a sector display because it best shows
small shifts (46). Third, for visual evaluation of a specific
organ, such as the prostate, we like to superimpose manually marked contours from one image onto another, as
shown in Figure 7. This clearly shows any displacement
or deformation. Fourth, a more quantitative approach is
obtained by calculating the displacement of a 3D centroid
of the segmented prostate. Finally, when images have
similar gray levels, a difference image and statistics on
the difference image provide yet another approach. A
downside with MR images is that the inhomogeneity of
the signal response and interpolation can introduce artifacts in the difference images. Because MR image intensity can vary with different MR sequence parameters and
the signal response of MR coil, the gray-value statistic
may have some limitations when image acquisitions are
not carefully repeated. Similarly, there are other graylevel measures, such as the CC. Although the absolute
value of CC and other gray-scale measures might not predict registration quality, it probably is a very good way to
compare registrations on a single volume pair, as in Figure 9.
We conclude that semiautomatic nonrigid registration
works better than rigid-body registration when patient
position is changed greatly between acquisitions. It also
compares favorably with nonrigid registration with manual selection of CPs. We believe it will be a useful tool
for many applications.
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